Breakthrough A New Instrument AK

Task One (16 marks - 2 for each correct answer)  computer marked
Example: B
1. A
2. B
3. A
4. C
5. A
6. B
7. B
8. C

Task Two (14 marks - 2 for each correct answer)  clerically marked
Example: Kelly
1. (in the) garden
2. (it’s) (very) difficult (for her)
3. 1/one / a month
4. (for/because she wanted) a change
5. 3/three
6. (on) Monday(s)
7. 8/eight (o’clock/pm)/20.00

Task Three (15 marks - 3 for each correct answer)  expert marked
(A wide variety of answers is possible for this task. Any answer which makes sense in the context is acceptable but marks will be awarded according to the degree of accuracy and the extent to which it is suitable for the context. Below are possible answers)

(Example) Can I speak to Anna please?
1. Have you (ever) been to a concert?
2. Who did you go with? (And who did you see?)
3. What was it like? / How was it? / Did you like it? / Was it good/OK/enjoyable?
4. What are you doing this Saturday? / What are your plans for this Saturday? / Where are you going? / What are you going/planning to do?
5. Would you like to come / go to a concert with me? / Do you want to go/come to a concert with me? / What about going to a concert (with me)?

Task Four (5 marks - 1 for each correct answer)  clerically marked
Example: Can you be ready in fifteen minutes?
1. If you like, I can give you a lesson tomorrow.
2. We’re near the front in row five.
3. This is fantastic.
4. We’re nearly at my house, Alice.
5. Did you have a good time with Alice?
Distracter 1: Have you shown me your tickets?
Distracter 2: Excuse me. Is she going to the concert hall?

Task Five (10 marks - 1 for each correct answer)   expert marked

example: am
1. have
2. better/quicker/faster
3. are
4. Would
5. will/would
6. going
7. If
8. because / as / since
9. for
10. never / not

Task Six: (20 marks - writing criteria as main suite level 1) expert marked